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Bringing you closer to the people and things you love. — Instagram from FacebookConnect with friends, share what you’re up to, or see what's new from others all over the world. Explore our community where you can feel free to be yourself and share everything from your daily moments to life's
highlights.Express Yourself and Connect With Friends* Add photos and videos to your INSTA story that disappear after 24 hours, and bring them to life with fun creative tools.* Message your friends in Direct. Start fun conversations about what you see on Feed and Stories.* Post photos and videos to
your feed that you want to show on your profile.Learn More About Your Interests* Check out IGTV for longer videos from your favorite INSTA creators.* Get inspired by photos and videos from new INSTA accounts in Explore.* Discover brands and small businesses, and shop products that are relevant to
your personal style.Parental Guidance RecommendedUsers Interact, Shares Info, Shares LocationRUB 85.00 - RUB 459.00 per item Curious if you’re pregnant with a boy or a girl? There are many fun ways to predict your baby’s gender. One of the most popular old wives’ tale ways is using the Chinese
Gender Calendar. This method tries to predict your baby’s gender based on an ancient Chinese gender chart and uses your lunar age and the lunar month you got pregnant to determine baby’s gender. The History of the Chinese Gender Calendar Chart We’ve heard several stories about the history of the
Chinese Gender Calendar Chart. One legend says that the chart is around 700 years old and that it was found in an ancient royal tomb. Another rumor claims the chart was found in the underground storage room of the Forbidden City of the Ching Dynasty. The most popular tale is that the chart was
created during the Chinese Qing Dynast (1644-1911 A.D.), and it is based on the I Ching, or the “Book of Changes,” and relies upon the Five Elements (Metal, Water, Wood, Fire, and Earth), Yin and Yang and the Pa Kua (Eight Trigrams). It’s said that the Chinese Gender Calendar Chart was relied upon
by the Qing Dynasty imperial family for the gender selection of sons. It was kept in the palace and was not available to the public. At the end of the Qing dynasty, the chart was taken during the Boxers Rebellion by the military, and the documents were then sent to England. They were given to the King, and
it was translated into English. The chart later appeared in Austria, and when one Chinese scholar saw it, he copied the content, brought it to Taiwan, and published it in the newspaper in 1972. We looked for facts to find the true history of the Chinese Gender Calendar Chart, and we couldn’t find any hard
evidence to support any of these stories. We see this chart as a purely fun and unfactual way to guess your baby’s gender. How Accurate is the Chinese Gender Calendar Chart? The accuracy of the Chinese Gender Calendar Chart is questionable. Some say its accuracy is higher than other gender
prediction tools. We’ve read that about 70% accurate. Others say it’s 90% accurate. There is no scientific basis for the Chinese Gender Calendar Chart, so the most we can guarantee is 50%. We caution anyone who is relying on this method to conceive a certain gender. Take this prediction with a grain
of salt and know that it’s a 50/50 chance you are carrying either a boy or a girl. For a more accurate answer, we recommend having an ultrasound taken or taking a blood test to determine baby’s gender. How Does the Chinese Gender Calendar Chart Work? This chart predicts your baby’s gender by
gathering the mother’s lunar age and the lunar month of conception. Many people think that these charts go by Gregorian or Western calendar dates. However, it’s the lunar dates that make the prediction. If you don’t know your lunar dates, not to worry! We’ve made this Chinese Gender Calendar Chart
easy for you. All you have to do is: Enter your actual date of birth. Enter your month of conception. Click “Predict Baby’s Gender.” With your information, our calculator will convert your dates into your lunar dates for you with a final gender prediction. Let’s see what it will be! I’ve Seen Multiple Gender
Charts – Are They All Accurate? There is only one Chinese Gender Calendar Chart, and it never changes. If you find others elsewhere with different predictions, those predictions are incorrect and must not be using the original Chinese Gender Chart. Basics Of Hindu Panchang / Panchangam By
Mypanchang.com Sex Selection By The Chinese Gender Chart Does The Chinese Gender Calendar Really Work Chinese Gender Calender।। Merisaheli Odia Calendar 2021 Odia Calendar App 2021 OdiaCalendar.net Know Your Daily Horoscope Beginning With Panchang Birth Chart Vedic Astrology
Birth Chart Rasi Chart .Birth Chart Vedic Astrology Birth Chart Rasi Chart .Birth Chart Vedic Astrology Birth Chart Rasi Chart .Kundli Janam Kundali As Per Vedic Astrology .Chinese Birth Chart Predict Baby Gender Accurately .Telugu Panchangam .Panchang Simple Descriptive Accurate .Nakshatra
Finder Find Your Nakshatra Or Birth Star Janma .Astrology Horoscope Muhurat Panchang Birth Charts .Chinese Birth Chart Predict Baby Gender Accurately .Horoscope Matching Nakshatra Match Or Star Match 10 .Nakshatra 27 Birth Stars In Astrology Nakshatra Names .Rasi Charts Jasonkellyphoto
Co .Tamil Calendar 2019 Tamil Festivals Holidays .Rasi Charts Jasonkellyphoto Co .Rasi Chart Bismi Margarethaydon Com .Tamil Calendar 2020 January .3 Ways To Use The Chinese Birth Gender Chart For Gender .Malayalam Calendar 2020 January .Prokerala Com Astrology Horoscope Ringtones
News .Horoscope Today December 11 Wednesday Daily Horoscope By .Rasi Charts Jasonkellyphoto Co .D10 Chart Calculator Prokerala .Panchang December 11 Wednesday Today Is Dattatreya .Moon Mahadasha Result And Effect Of Chandra Dasha Period .Vedic Birth Chart Numerology Chart Birth
Chart .Cristiano Ronaldo Birth Chart Cristiano Ronaldo Kundli .3 Ways To Use The Chinese Birth Gender Chart For Gender .Baby Gender Calendar Online Charts Collection .61 Clean Birth Chart Finder Vedic .Rasi Chart Bismi Margarethaydon Com .Rasi Chart Bismi Margarethaydon Com .26 Best
Chinese Calender Images In 2019 Calendar Design .Rasi Charts Jasonkellyphoto Co .Chinese Birth Chart _ Predict _ Plan Baby Gender Accurately .Rasi Chart Bismi Margarethaydon Com .D10 Chart Calculator Prokerala .Prokerala Com Health Ayurveda Travel Astrology .Prokerala Birth Chart In Telugu
Lalkitab Astro Telugu Free .Today Pisces Horoscope Prokerala In Hindi Pre Man Kalem .Prokerala Com Prokerala On Pinterest .Rasi Charts Jasonkellyphoto Co .Vedic Astrology Explains Love And Marriage .61 Clean Birth Chart Finder Vedic .Rasi Chart Bismi Margarethaydon Com .Rasi Chart Bismi
Margarethaydon Com .Ardra Nakshatra Birth Star In Vedic Astrology Youtube .Videos Matching Ardra Nakshatra Birth Star In Vedic .Rasi Chart Bismi Margarethaydon Com .D10 Chart Calculator Prokerala . It was correct for my son but wrong for this baby. I actually find that all old wives tales, Ramzi, etc.
were correct for my son and are all wrong for my girl now  This page aims to find out your lunar age in a particular date. If you want to find out your baby gender quickly, please visit our automated Chinese Gender Predictor which not only can let you know the sex of your baby in seconds, but also
his/her personality.Chinese festivals, harvesting timeline, and ancient Chinese Occultism are all based on the lunar calendar. We have here created two lunar age and date calculators for your different purposes. You can also use the Gregorian-Lunar Conversion tables to find out the right date manually.1.
For a Given DayIf you want to know your lunar age on a particular date, this calculator is for you. You can get, I. the lunar month and day of your birthday. II. the lunar month and day of your chosen day. III. your lunar age. Is it a boy or a girl? The answer expectant mothers are dying to find out, but not
revealed until the first ultrasound. If you think there is no way you can control your eagerness the Chinese gender predictor is here for you. This ancient gender prediction technique is the most accurate when it comes to guessing baby gender. The Chinese gender predictor calculation is based on the
lunar month of conception and mother's age at the time of conception(both based on Chinese calendar). We've simplified the Chinese gender calculator for your convenience so that you can enter English dates and the gender predictor will convert your age and conception date to Chinese year format
before finally displaying the result as specified in the traditional method. Chinese Baby Gender Predictor • Girl or Boy Prediction If the mother's date of birth and the lunar month both are odd or even numbers, you are having a girl. Its a boy if one is odd and the other even. This may sound illogical, but the
high level of accuracy experienced by parents following this gender prediction tool speaks otherwise. Try this gender predictor and you have one more reason to decide whether to paint the nursery pink or blue. More than the importance of knowing accurate baby gender, its the fun, joy and thrill of baby
gender prediction that makes the Chinese gender predictor a popular pregnancy tool used by expectant mothers world over. For centuries, the Chinese birth chart has been considered a reliable tool for accurate baby sex prediction. This baby gender prediction tool is a more simplified and user friendly
version of the authentic chinese gender predictor. Boy or Girl prediction is simple and fun with this gender predictor. Accuracy of Chinese Baby Gender Prediction Although not a scientific method of gender prediction, studies and surveys show that it is accurate 95% of the time. No wonder, this gender
prediction tool is trusted by millions of people around the world. Related : Chinese Birth Chart    Find Chinese Age Disclaimer: Although the Chinese gender prediction chart shows a high level of accuracy, it is not a scientifically proven method to predict baby gender. Chinese Gender Predictor 2021 &
2022 Planning to get pregnant in 2021 or 2022?? This gender predictor can be use to for choosing baby gender as well. Choose different conception dates and check the result to find if its a boy or a girl. Gender prediction for 2019 or 2018 can be done this way. However, using the Chinese gender chart
will be easy for gender selection. Related Links
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